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1 Overview
The speakers of Ṫirdonic were the original barbarian invaders; their Urheimat is generally reconstructed
to be Keren, immediately to the west of Gurhania, east of the Great Sea–and well-placed to invade the
rest of the continent. In Keren they combined others’ innovations with their own: domesticating the horse
(as well as cats, dogs, pigs, sheep and kine), bronze working, solid wheels (later, chariots with spoked
wheels would develop), and archery. With this technology, they conquered surrounding lands; settling
and adopting agriculture. Little is known definitively about their society, but it is generally considered to
have been patrilineal and with a polytheistic religion centered around (but not limited to) a triad of gods:
"*Gwezalos", "*Ḋeyos", "*Sibanos". It is also likely that they were semi-nomadic: there are no reconstructed
words that refer to cities or towns, but it is hypothesized they set up temporary gardens to supplement
hunting, gathering, and animal husbandry. We know that they were not living in an advanced agricultural
society by the paucity of words related to agricultural activities. The terms for the environment display the
Urheimhat clearly: an area which could have occasional snows, had a sea and shrubbery, and was somewhat
forested–characteristics that fit the Mediterranean-climate of Keren.

2 Phonology
As Ṫirdonic is reconstructed, we do not have very precise details on articulation
– Bilab Dental Alv P-Alv Pal Vel Gl
Nasal m n N
Plosive p ph b bh t th d dh k kh g gh

Trill r
Fricative s z x h
Approximant j w
Lateral Approximant l

The vowels are as follows:
– Front Central Back
Close i u
Close-mid e o
Open a

As Ṫirdonic was not a written language, there are numerous competing writing systems used to represent
it; we have chosen to adopt an augmented form of the Roman script, as follows:
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m m
n n
N ng
p p
ph ṗ
b b
bh ḃ
t t
th ṫ
d d
dh ḋ
k k
kh k̇
g g
gh ġ
r r
s s
z z
x x
h h
j y
l l
i i
0 u
e e
o o
A a
w w

Stress in Ṫirdonic is unpredictable; thus it is indicated on the words in the section “Lexicon” with a grave
accent; if no grave accent is placed, the stress is put on the first syllable of the ending.
(In the following description of syllable structure, P means plosive and F means Fricative):
({P,F})({m,F})({l,y,n,r,w,F})V({l,y,n,r,w,F})({m,F,N})({P,F})

3 Morphology
3.1 Derivational Morphology
*-an V/A Person who does X, of X sort
*-lom N Person from X
*-ḃer N/A hill
*-slu N/A speech
*-tsuk N/A river
*-samam N/A lake
*-renya N/A mountain
*-il N Masculinizer
*-en N Femininizer
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3.2 Inflection
There are four grammatical genders–male, female, epicene, neuter–with roles assigned semantically: male is
for male humans, female is for female humans, epicene is for other animate nouns, hypothetical people, or
mixed male-female collectives; inanimate is for inanimate objects. 4 grammatical numbers exist: singular,
dual, plural, and nullar. There is one noun declension, however. It is as follows:
Case Singular Dual Plural Nullar
Ergative *-os *-is *-es *-as
Accusative *-om *-im *-em *-am
Absolutive *-oh *-ih *-eh *-ah
Dative *-ot *-it *-et *-at
Genitive *-on *-in *-en *-an
Vocative *-o *-i *-e *-a
Ablative *-oṗ *-iṗ *-eṗ *-aṗ
Instrumental *-ox *-ix *-ex *-ax
Locative *-od *-id *-ed *-ad
Illative *-ob *-ib *-eb *-ab
Comitative *-ok̇ *-ik̇ *-ek̇ *-ak̇

The ergative is used for the subject of a transitive or bitransitive verb, the accusative for the direct object
of a transitive or bitransitive verb, and the absolutive for the argument of an intransitive verb. The dative
is used for the indirect object of a bitransitive verb. The genitive indicates possession, the vocative is used
for addressing someone, the ablative for motion away, the instrumental to mark a tool or anything else used
as such, the locative for location (corresponding vaguely to the English preposition “in”, when referring
to space), the illative for movement towards (corresponding vaguely to the preposition “into”), and the
comitative is used to refer to accompaniment (much like the preposition “(together) with”)
The citation form for nouns is the stem. The personal pronouns look like this (with ergative case-markers
included):
Person Singular Dual Plural Nullar
First *watos *watis *wates *watas
Second *nyhos *nyhis *nyhes *nyhas
Third m. *wizos *wizis *wizes *wizas
Third f. *mulos *mulis *mules *mulas
Third e. *idos *idis *ides *idas
Third i. *ṫados *ṫadis *ṫades *ṫadas

Adjectives must agree with nouns in case, gender, and number. That is, before the case/number ending as
presented in the noun paradigm, there is a small piece encoding gender: *-ir denotes masculine, *-en denotes
feminine, *-ol denotes epicene, and *-am denotes inanimate. The citation form of the adjective is the stem.
An interesting historical note is that in many of the daughters of Ṫirdonic, the gender suffices (which were
often applied to nouns to create different-gendered variations) became obligatory on nouns, later fusing to
create multiple declensions. Indeed, the reason why we posit this was not the case in Ṫirdonic itself is
because the earliest attested daughter language, an obscure dialect spoken near Keren, does not do so.

3.2.1 Verbs

Verbs are relatively complex: aspect marking splits the verbs into two conjugations (the first conjugation
through ablaut, the second through suffices), though the rest of the verb inflection is identical. The structure
of a First Conjugation verb is as thus:
aspect-marked-root+tense+mood+voice+gender+person+number(+negation)(+infinite)
The structure of a Second Conjugation verb is instead like this:
root+thematic-vowel+aspect+tense+mood+voice+gender+person+number(+negation)(+infinite)
Aspect is treated as thus:
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– Perfective Continuous Progressive Habitual
First *-e- *-a- *-o- *-i-
Second *-re *-no *-la *-mi

The rest of the verb inflection is indicated here, in the order of marking:
Tense
Distant Past Past Present Future Far Future
*-bo *-ka *-di *-ṗa *-ḋa

Mood:
Indicative Subjunctive Optative Potential Imperative Jussive Dubitative Mirative Interrogative
*-me *-oy *-em *-ne *– *-og *-ḋo *-mu *-ma

The subjunctive is used for hypothetical situations and conditional sentences from a “neutral” point of view.
The optative is for hopes and wishes. The potential is for events considered probable; the dubitative for
events considered improbable. The imperative is used for commands; the jussive for requests. The mirative
mood is used to express surprise, irony, and sarcasm, and the interrogative is used in questions. Voice:
Active Passive Causative Antipassive
*– *-be *-sase *-uk̇

Gender:
Masculine Feminine Epicene Inanimate
*-ir *-en *-ol *-am

Gender is only inflected for in the third person; it is left out otherwise.
Person:
First Second Third
*-wa *-mu *-id

Number:
Singular Dual Plural Nullar
*-oḋ *-iḋ *-eḋ *-aḋ

Negation is expressed through the suffix *-ḃu
The infinitive is marked by adding an *-er to the end of the verb stem; infinitives can, it seems, inflect for
aspect, much as they inflect for tense in Latin
The reference form of verbs is the stem with perfective aspect.

4 Syntax
The basic word order is SOV, however, because of the extensive case marking, word order is relatively free.
We assume, from the tendencies of the daughter languages of Ṫirdonic, that it had a tendency to be, by
default, left-branching: adjectives and numerals precede nouns, possessors precede possessees, postpositions
are used in lieu of prepositions, the verb follows the object, et cetera. Sentences are negated by using the
negative form of the verb; noun phrases, through use of the nullar number. Other constitutents were negated
by adding the word ḃu before them.

5 Lexicon

Word POS Meaning
*agì Adv quickly
*àġu N-i water
*ak̇wè N-e eye
*àng Num nine
*arḋ Prep to
*àrġ N-i arrow
*at Disj inclusive or
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*bèl Adj strong
*bes N-i harvest
*bidìre V2 see
*bòlure V2 pull
*brù N-i fruit
*bròd N-e back
*ḃàk N-i staff
*ḃer N-i hill
*ḃlèg N-e blood
*ḃoḋ N-i load
*ḃorġ N-e pig
*ḃreàt N-m brother
*ḃu Neg not
*dal N-i lentil
*dan N-i valley
*dau N-i bow
*dày Adj big
*deg Adj right (direction)
*delèy N-e god
*din Adj short
*dob N-i pot
*dòl Adj heavy
*don Num two
*dòr N-i tree
*dèt V1 kill
*ḋaskànd Num thousand
*ḋaz Num ten
*ḋèḃ Adj/N-i fat
*ḋèġ N-i the world
*ḋìmor N-i fear
*ḋer N-i dry land
*ḋòn Adj good
*ḋòr N-f shrine
*ḋum N-i smoke
*engì N-i fire
*ens Adj old
*èrb V1 harvest
*èrk̇ V1 work
*ersà N-e butt
*estìre V2 be
*èṫe Disj exclusive or
*ganz N-i plains
*gàura N-f sister
*ged N-i day
*gèl Adj there
*gen N-e dog
*ger N-i year
*gèx V1 hurt
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*gìmere V2 marry
*gnèz N-i nest
*gorùk N-e rooster
*gòrḋ N-e heart
*grèz N-i grass
*gru Adj brown
*grot Adj many
*gwerm Adj warm
*ġàm N-e master
*ġèb V1 copulate
*ġèl Adj here
*ġin N-f woman
*ġird Adj wide
*ġu Num five
*ġwèt Clitic and
*hèrt N-i house
*hetòn N-e snake
*hwèr Adj dry
*ìgab N-e horse
*ìzol N-i island
*kànd Num hundred
*kweg N-i wagon
*kèrṗ N-e body
*kes N-e cheese
*klèd V1 listen
*kwìr N-e who
*kwìr N-i what
*k̇àlḋ Adj cold
*k̇èrnet V1 make
*k̇às N-i bronze
*k̇èkl N-i wheel
*k̇on N-e this
*k̇ok N-e here
*k̇orèt N-e bull
*k̇ùr Adj black
*làk N-e wolf
*làn N-i month
*lèb N-e slave
*lèḃ V1 live
*lèng V1 carry
*lewèn N-i wool
*lex Adj rotten
*libìre V2 love
*lìp Adj left
*lil Adj thin
*lom N-e person
*lòn N-i moon
*lop N-e leg
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*màtod N-f mother
*marn N-e hand
*mèd N-i ocean
*mèḋ N-i mead
*mel N-e cow
*miàw N-e cat
*milìn N-f breast
*mìz Adj evil
*mòdore V2 die
*moir Adj wet
*mòlen N-m lightning
*mòns N-e mind
*mudùre V2 meet
*nam N-e name
*nan Adj/N-i south
*nèy Adj new
*niḃ N-i cloud
*niril Adj narrow
*nòhḋ N-i night
*obèl N-i apple
*òḋ N-i oats
*oḋep Adj other
*on Num one
*or N-e ear
*owìz N-e sheep
*òwyom N-e egg
*pad N-e foot
*patòd N-m father
*ped N-i feather
*pèi Adj/N-i north
*plèg V1 flee
*pàh Adj long
*ṗiòn Adj beautiful
*ṗòroz N-m penis
*ṗuk Adj few
*ṗur Postposition for
*ràġ N-e bear
*règ V1 to straighten
*rèġ V1 to rule
*renyà N-i mountain
*ridìre V2 to hunt
*rùb Adj red
*ryùb N-i scrub
*sak Num seven
*sal Adj wise
*samàm N-i lake
*sank Adj good
*sèlt V1 rain
*sèn Adj/N-e elder
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*sìlb N-i forest
*sìni Adj blue
*sip Adj/N-i west
*skìd N-f vagina
*slùmire V2 to talk
*slù N-i speech
*slen V1 sleep
*snà N-i snow
*snìwire V2 to snow
*son N-e that
*sok N-e there
*stil N-e deer
*sukùkm Adj great
*tèrdi V1 drive
*tèwd N-e group of people
*tiu Adj all
*to Conj and
*tònd N/e neck
*tong Adj/N-i east
*tòri N-e bird
*trod N-e fish
*tsùk N-i river
*ṫènġ V1 think
*ṫènra V1 thunder
*ṫimi Adj small
*ṫirdon N-e/Adj noble
*wàr N-m man
*wàst N-i clothes
*welìg Adj great
*wèrti V1 to turn
*wèyk N-i village
*wìk̇ Num six
*wirmi N-e worm
*wòrun N-e raven
*xer N-e hair
*xin Comp when
*xòn N-m honor
*xòrte N-i horde
*yat Num eight
*yìz N-i ice
*yong Num four
*yòrare V2 to boil
*zak N-i bag
*zan Num three
*zìb N-i wheat
*zìk̇in Adj sharp
*zòd N-e knee
*zònere V2 sing
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6 Examples
The traditional example is Schleicher’s fable; although it is ahistorical, all other examples are as well. Thus:

Owizos igabesgwet.

Owizos, lewenas owizon, igabem bidirekameolidoḋ. Onolos dolamom kwegom boluladimeolidoḋ, onolos-
gwet dayamom ḃoḋom longdimeolidoḋ, onolosgwet lomom agi longdimeolidoḋ. Owizos igabet arḋ slu-
mirekameolidoḋ: "Waton gorḋoh goxdimebewaoḋ xin lomos igabem tardidioyolidoḋ bidiladioywaoḋ". Igabes
slumirekameolideḋ "Kloddimuoḋ watem, owizo! Waten gorḋeh goxdimebewaeḋ xin wates konom bidila-
dioywaeḋ : lomos, ġamos, owizon lewenex idon gwermamot wastot kernotdioyolidoḋ, to owizos lewenam
estiladioyolidoḋ" Konom kledkameolidoḋ owizos ganzob plegkameolidoḋ.

sheep.Nom.Sing, wool.Nom.Neg sheep.Gen.Sing, horse.Acc.Pl see.Perf.Past.Indic.Act.Ep.3.Sing.
one.Nom.Sing heavy.Inan.Acc.Sing wagon.Acc.Sing pull.Prog.Pres.Indic.Act.Ep.3.Sing, one.Nom.Sing=and
big.Inan.Acc.Sing load.Acc.Sing carry.Prog.Pres.Indic.Act.Ep.3.Sing, one.Nom.Sing=and person.Acc.Sing
quickly carry.Prog.Pres.Indic.Act.Ep.3.Sing. sheep.Nom.Sing horse.Dat.Pl to(prop)
say.Perf.Past.Indic.Act.Ep.3.Sing "me.Gen.Sing heart.Abs.Sing hurt.Prog.Pres.Indic.Pass.1.Sing
when person.Nom.Sing horse.Acc.Pl drive.Cont.Pres.Subj.Act.Ep.3.Sing see.Prog.Pres.Subj.Act.1.Sing"
horse.Nom.Pl say.Perf.Pas.Indic.Act.Ep.3.Pl "listen.Prog.Pres.Imp.Act.2.Sing me.Acc.Pl, sheep.Voc.Sing!
me.Gen.Pl heart.Abs.Pl hurt.Prog.Pres.Indic.Pass.1.Pl when me.Nom.Pl this.Acc.Sing see.Prog.Pres.Subj.1.Pl
: person.Nom.Sing, master.Nom.Sing, sheep.Gen.Sing wool.Ins.Pl they.Gen.Sing warm.Inan.Dat.Sing
clothes.Dat.Sing make.Prog.Pres.Subj.Act.Ep.3.Sing and sheep.Nom.Sing
wool.Acc.Neg is.Prog.Pres.Subj.Act.Ep.3.Sing" this.Acc.Sing hear.Perf.Past.Indic.Act.Ep.1.Sing
sheep.Nom.Sing plain.Ill.Sing run.Perf.Past.Indic.Act.Ep.1.Sing.

A sheep with no wool saw some horses: one pulling a heavy wagon, one carrying a big load, and one
pulling a person quickly. The sheep said to the horses "My heart hurts when I see a person driving horses".
The horses said to the sheep "Listen to us, sheep! Our hearts hurt when we see this: a person, the master,
makes the wool’s sheep into warm clothes for themself. And the sheep has no wool". Hearing this, the sheep
fled into the plain
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